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Controlling nuclear energy

Qununary

• The Atomic Energy Control Board regulates
all aspects of nuclear energy in Canada to
ensure there is no undue risk to health,
safety, security or the environment. It does
this through a multi-stage licensing process.

• The Control Board maintains an open and
transparent approach to its responsibilities
as a regulator and is responsive to public
concerns. Its priority is to protect nuclear
workers and the public from radiation, and
to protect the environment.

• After considering the most important safety
issues-related to deep geologic disposal of
nuclear fuel waste, the Control Board
developed criteria and regulatory
requirements that would ensure a high level
of protection to the public, now and in the
future.

• Satisfactory methods exist, for determining
: whether a specific disposal concept will

comply with these safety criteria and
requirements, even over long periods of

'..- • • ; . . • • t i m e . ; • ; • . • • • ' ':•' : " • • ' . ' '• . . - . . ' • •.. : -

• The Control Board will assess the geologic
,:.. .disposal concept being considered for use

in Canada against its criteria. It will report ••.
its findings to the Environmental

;•'-;.• Assessment Panel which was set up by the
; government to review the safety and
.••-••. environmental impact of the concept.
• If the government approves the concept, the

Control Board will subject any actual .
• disposal facility to its licensing process. .

f '

Introduction
~ i •' '" ; 'hen Parliament passed the Atomic Energy
Control Act m I946, it erected the framework for nuclear safety
in Canada Under the Act, the government created the Atomic
Energy Control Board and gave it the authority to make and
enforce regulations governing every aspect of nuclear power

, production and use in this country.
^ -, [ The Act gives the Control Board the flexibility to amend
its regulation's to adapt to changes in technology, health and
safety standards co-operative agreements with provincial
agencies a'ndpplicy regarding trade in nuclear materials. This
flexibility has allowed the Control Board to successfully regu-
late the nuclear industry for more than 40 years.

Its mission s ta tement — W ensure [hat the use of nuclear energy
in Canada does not pose undue risk to health, safely, security and ihe
environment — concisely states the Control Board's primary
objective.

Directing activities
Five persons chosen by the government for their scientific

knowledge and experience serve as members of the board to
direct the agency's activities. One of these board members is
the full-time president and chief executive officer. The other
four serve part time, meeting with the president about eight
times a year to make licensing decisions and discuss policy
and management issues.

The board is supported by a staff of about 400, including
specialists in reactor regulation, fuel cycle and materials regu-
lation, research, radiation and environmental protection, plan-
ning and administration.

The Control Board also maintains links with international
organizations that conduct research, set standards, enforce
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multi-lateral agreements, provide technical assistance and
exchange ideas related to nuclear energy. Members of its staff
have shared their technical and administrative expertise with
organizations such as the United Nation's International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA) of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD).

In the area of waste management, for example, the
Contra! Board has made significant con-
tributions to the IAEA's work in establish-
ing international criteria and standards for
the disposal of nuclear fuel waste.

At the same time, the Board supports
the diplomatic, technical and administra-
tive techniques used to discourage non-
peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

In all of its regulatory activities, the
Control Board maintains an open and
transparent approach, providing informa-
tion to the public on request and
responding to public concerns.

STATEMENT

To ensure that the

energy-in Canada

Regulation through licensing
To regulate nuclear activities, the

Control Board depends on its formal,
multi-stage licensing process and inspec-
tion program. At each stage of a project,
applicants or licensees must demonstrate
to the Board that nuclear workers, the public, and the environ-
ment, will be protected against the effects of radiation.

In summary, the Control Board is authorized to.-

• Establish regulations and performance standards for all
nuclear activities.

• Issue licences after applicants demonstrate they can meet
performance standards.

• Inspect nuclear operations to ensure licensees comply with
the terms of their licence.

• Amend, suspend, or revoke licences for non-compliance.

• Instigate prosecution of persons or organizations for infrac-
tions of regulations.

Throughout the stages of the licensing process, from site
selection through to closing down a nuclear facility, applicants
must provide detailed information to show their ability to
meet required health, environmental and safety standards.
The Control Board bases its standards on internationally
accepted rules of good practice, dose limits, emission limits
and other safeguards.

The most basic form of protection is a limit on the annual
radiation dose for nuclear industry workers. The Control Board

securjtyandihe
environment;-:

has set this limit at a level low enough to avoid acute injury
and to ensure that health effects, if any, will be comparable to
job-related risks in other relatively safe industries. It estab-
lished an even larger margin of safety for the general public.
The maximum allowable dose to the public from nuclear
activities is a small fraction of that for workers in the industry,
in llie case of nuclear waste disposal, the limit is even lower.

Regulating waste management
Like other nuclear activities, radioactive
waste management is regulated by the
Atomic Energy Control Board.
The Control Board strictly controls the
handling, transportation and storage of all
radioactive wastes that could adversely
affect human health or the environment. It
will also closely regulate their ultimate
disposal at appropriate facilities.
Because used nuclear fuel is the most
hazardous and longest lived of all radioac-
tive waste, the governments of Canada
and Ontario decided to assess the idea of
disposing of this material in a repository
built deep in the Canadian Shield. In 1978,
they introduced the Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program under which this
assessment would be conducted. Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) was

appointed the lead agency to develop the concept and the
associated technologies needed to implement it. It began this
work in 1979.

A decade later, the federal government appointed a
seven-member Environmental Assessment Panel to review
the safety, environmental, social, and economic implications
of the disposal concept. The Panel is drawing on members of
the Canadian scientific community to provide a technical eval-
uation of the research work conducted by AECL. But, through
a series of public hearings, a much broader spectrum of
Canadians will be invited to comment on all aspects of the
concept, including social, ethical and economic issues.

The Panel will make its recommendations to the federal
government.

Meanwhile, the Control Board has been carefully consid-
ering the critical safety issues related to the geologic disposal
concept and has developed criteria and regulatory require-
ments to address them. The objective of these criteria and
requirements, which are comparable with those recommend-
ed by international agencies and applied by other countries, is
to protect the public and the environment from any unaccept-
able radiological effects of waste disposal, now or in the
future.

The Control Board has concluded that satisfactory tech-
niques exist for demonstrating how well a specific disposal
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concept will comply with these safety criteria and require-
ments, even over very long periods of time. These techniques
can take into account the uncertainties that exist, making it
possible to arrive at appropriate regulatory decisions.

Consequently, the Control Board will assess the environ-
mental impact statement on the geologic disposal concept
currently being considered for Canada against its criteria and
requirements, and will report its findings to the
Environmental Assessment Panel.

!t should be noted that the Control Board does not have
a licensing role in the concept assessment phase of the cur-
rent program. If the government finds the concept acceptable,
however, the Board will finalize its criteria and requirements in
preparation for any licence applications it receives for siting,
constructing, operating and dosing an actual nuclear fuel
waste disposal facility.

Çr-^niisvc's and nuclear fuel waste repositories
îï'i-"? 1 ' - r Canada has actively campaigned to discour-

age non-peaceful uses of nuclear energy. It was instrumental
in creating the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in
1957 and was one of the first countries to sign the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT).

One of the IAEA's functions is to carry out safeguards in
each of the countries that have signed the NPT. Safeguards is
a system of verification that includes measures designed to
ensure that nuclear material is not diverted to nuclear
weapons or nuclear explosive devices.

The Control Board administers the safeguards agreement
between Canada and the IAEA, facilitating IAEA inspections of
safeguarded nuclear material in Canada.

All nuclear material in Canada is subject to safeguards
under the Agreement Mween Canada and the IAEA for the Application
of Safeguards in Connection with the Treaty on the Non-proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons. Nuclear material in a Canadian nuclear fuel
waste repository will therefore be subject to such safeguards.

It is generally accepted, however, that nuclear material in
a repository will require safeguard approaches that are differ-
ent from those applied at nuclear facilities where the nuclear
material is accessible. Consequently, methods to apply satis-
factory safeguards to nuclear fuel waste repositories are cur-
rently under international discussion.
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Radioactive waste is a small part of the
• overall waste problem facing the world, but
requires careful management because its
radiation can harm life and the
environment,and because some elements
continue to emit radiation for thousands of
years. - •

Management systems for all types of
radioactive waste already exist. Currently,.
however, the most potentially dangerous
radioactive waste— used fuel from CAN DU
reactors in Ontario, Quebec and New
Brunswick— lies in storage/Systems for
disposing of this type of waste are being
studied in Canada and many other
countries,
The volume of existing nuclear fuel waste in.
Canada is comparatively small. It would all

: fit into a few Olympic-size swimming pools.

Introduction
pîfS n Canada, radioactive waste originates at uranium mines
ilfid mills, at plants that make fuel for nuclear reactors, at the
llçactors themselves, and at industrial sites, hospitals,
gr^earch laboratories and other facilities that use nuclear
Hljergy and radioactive substances.
I I P Although radioactive waste is a small part of a much larg-
j|ei|waste management issue, it is unique in several ways:

$M It cannot be chemically treated to remove its radiation.

E5i Unlike many waste products that remain hazardous forever,
J~'J all radioactive waste does decay — most of it quickly, some

of it over thousands of years — and it eventually becomes
harmless from the radiological standpoint.

• Regulated quantities of radioactive waste can be disposed
of only if conditions set by the Atomic Energy Control
Board are met—conditions designed to protect the envi-
ronment and human health, and to minimize any burden
on future generations to look after it.

• Conditions for radioactive waste disposal are generally
more strict than the controls on other hazardous sub-
stances now discarded in the environment.

Two classifications
The Canadian nuclear community recognizes two classifi-

cations of radioactive waste: high-level and low-level.
Uranium mine tailings are another type of waste, but are not
discussed in this brochure.

High-level radioactive waste consists of the used fuel
from reactors. Used fuel is referred to as nuclear fuel waste.

Low-level waste includes used medical and industrial
radioisotopes; contaminated clothing, rags, mops, scrap,
tools, paper and other items from nuclear reactor sites and
other nuclear facilities; and historic wastes from activities that
predate effective control of radioactive materials. Low-level
waste typically contains a small amount of radioactivity dis-
persed in a large amount of material.

The radioactivity levels of this material are either very low
to begin with, or will become so in a relatively short time com-
pared to those of nuclear fuel waste. Most of this material is
stored in protected above-ground (or just below-ground) engi-
neered facilities. The Atomic Energy Control Board regulates
and licenses the design, construction and operation of such
facilities.

About nuclear fuel waste
CANDU reactors use rods of uranium dioxide fuel packed

in 20-kilogram bundles, each the size of a fireplace log and
each capable of generating enough energy to heat a home in
northern Canada for about 100 years.

When fuel bundles are new, their radioactivity level is low
and they can be held in the hands. After 18 months inside a
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reactor, however, a small percentage of the uranium dioxide
has undergone a change. This change renders the bundles
inefficient as fuel and makes them so radioactive that they
must be moved to nearby storage facilities by remotely con-
trolled equipment.

Storage has proven safe and economical for more than 30
years, but requires continua! monitoring, maintenance and
security provisions. These measures would be impractical to
maintain indefinitely.

Canada initiated the Nuclear Fuel Waste Management
Program to develop a way to safely dispose of the used
nuclear fuel bundles discharged from commercial power reac-
tors located in Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick. Although
each reactor contains thousands of such fuel bundles, the
total volume of fuel waste in existence is relatively small. It is
estimated that if a disposal facility were built, it would hold all
the nuclear fuel waste produced by Canada for up to
100 years.

One aspect of used fuel that is potentially significant for
disposal is that most of its original energy content remains
untapped. Only a tiny fraction is used during its time inside a

reactor. In a complex procedure, the waste products that spoil
the uranium dioxide's use as a fuel can be removed. The
remaining material can then be mixed with fresh uranium and
recycled into new fuel bundles.

Today, this reprocessing technique is uneconomical for
Canadian utilities, who can buy relatively inexpensive and
secure supplies of fresh uranium. It is only significant because
it is technically possible and because no one can predict with
certainty the economic conditions and energy requirements
that may prevail in the future.

Reprocessing today offers some advantages for countries
such as France, the United Kingdom, fapan and others, who
have no local uranium resources and employ a reactor design
that uses fuel of a different type.

The Canadian concept for deep geologic disposal of
nuclear fuel waste does not provide for recovery of the used
fuel after a repository has been closed. Based on current-day
economics, this would effectively eliminate the option for
reprocessing.

In storage: Ontario's 20 power reactors produce most of
Canada's nuclear fuel waste. Quebec and New Brunswick each
have one CANDU station and produce proportionally less. All of
the nuclear fuel waste created in Canada to date would fit into a
few Olympic-size swimming pools.
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• Nuclear fuel waste emits high levels of
radiation that can destroy living cells or
seriously disrupt their normal functions.

• Elements in the waste emit two types of
radiation: penetrating rays (similar to
X-rays), and particles that have little
penetrating power. Both types are
hazardous. •

• Penetrating radiation can pass through
living tissue, destroying or damaging cells.
The waste must be shielded to protect
humans from this type of radiation.

• Particle radiation is hazardous only if the
; substances that emit it are inhaled or

swallowed. Since some of the contaminants
in used fuelemit this type of radiation for
millions of years, any waste disposal :

. concept must limit the release of these
contaminants into the general environment.

Introduction
P-P P ? s ed nuclear fuel is the most hazardous type of
ijfradioadïyeiwaste in Canada.
BS'I To|à'|]3reciate why most countries with nuclear power
|ftorograrns:are investigating disposal of used fuel in deep

§$ie natiïréipf the hazards contained in the fuel after it is taken
react

%||£Use$fuel is so radioactive when it emerges from a reac-
vtq&$Qrj(érs must handle and transfer it to nearby water-filled
storage bays with remotely controlled equipment. At this
stage it emits two types of radiation: penetrating and particle.
Both represent a potential hazard.

Penetrating radiation
Penetrating radiation, known as gamma radiation, can

easily pass through human tissue to damage cells or disrupt
their functions. Depending on the dose received, the effects of
gamma radiation on humans range from death within a few
hours, to a slight increase in the risk of developing fata! can-
cers later in life. Substances emitting this type of radiation
must be surrounded by a shield of water, lead, concrete, rock
or other substance to protect anyone in the immediate area
from harm.

The high level of gamma radiation in nuclear fuel waste
decreases to very low levels after about 500 years. At that
time, a person could remain in the same room with the waste
for extended periods of time with no significant risk. Indeed,
nuclear fuel waste becomes 100 times less radioactive after
even a year in water storage, and 1,000 times less radioactive
after five years.

Particle radiation
On the other hand, particle radiation (alpha and beta

radiation), emitted by some of the long-lived radioactive sub-
stances in the waste (lodine-129. Cesium-135, Technetium-99
and Plutonium-239), presents a potential hazard for hundreds
of thousands of years. Neither alpha nor beta particles can
penetrate deeply into the body, but they can affect cell func-
tion and cause cancer if substances emitting radiation of this
type are ingested or inhaled.

Particle radiation is of most concern to scientists and
engineers studying nuclear fuel waste disposal. The sub-
stances that emit this type of radiation are locked into the
grains in the fuel. They could only harm humans in the far
future if groundwater dissolved the grains and transported the
substances to the surface and these substances were then
swallowed or inhaled. Any disposal plan must be designed to
minimize this possibility.
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Release pathways
Many specialists are confident that deep geological bur-

ial of used nuclear fuel can successfully isolate the waste from
the environment for the 500-year period required for the pene-
trating radiation to decline to a safe level. On the other hand,
no one can state with certainty that this isolation will contin-
ue over Lhe ihousands of years neeueu fur pariicie radiation to
decay to equally safe levels.

It is the Control Board's responsibility, therefore, to con-
sider all possible means by which this radioactivity might
escape, even after very long periods of time. It must be certain
that any disposal concept includes measures to reduce the
risks to human health and the environment to acceptable
levels.

The Canadian disposal concept is to bury the waste deep
in rock formations. The movement of deep groundwater is the
only way radioactive substances in the waste could reach the
surface, and the disposal system must minimize this
possibility.

Further, the concept must take into account, and mini-
mize, the possibility of human intrusion. The waste must be
buried deep enough to deter intrusion. The repository should
also be located in an area with limited deposits of valuable
minerals or other substances that might attract the attention
of future generations.

Radiation: Particle radiation, which consists of alpha and beta
particles, cannot penetrate beyond the outer layers of human
skin. It holds little danger for humans or animals unless they
inhale or swallow substances emitting it. Once inside the body,
however, it can damage cells. This type of radiation persists for
hundreds of thousands of years. Nuclear fuel waste contains
elements that emit this type of radiation, and thus the release of
these contaminants into the environment must be limited to
levels that are safe.

Nuclear fuel waste also emits gamma radiation, which can
penetrate the body and destroy cells or interfere with their
operation. Substances emitting this type of radiation must be
surrounded by a thick shield of rock, concrete, lead or water.
Gamma radiation in nuclear fuel waste declines to very low
levels after about 500 years.

Penetrating power of radiation

Paper Rock, concrete, lead,
water, etc.
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Managing nuclear fuel waste

• The Atomic Energy Control Board
distinguishes between storing and disposing of
nuclear wastes. Storage requires human
intervention for maintenance and security
and allows recovery of the waste-, disposal
does not.

• The Control Board's main goal in regulating
waste management — storage or
disposal — is to ensure that waste never
creates unacceptable risks to human health
or the environment.

• While many radioactive wastes require a
relatively short amount of time in a storage
facility while they decay, the radioactivity in
used nuclear fuel is hazardous for thousands
of years.

• . The Canadian concept currently being
studied includes a multi-barrier system to
isolate and contain the waste deep within
stable rock formations in the Canadian
Shield over the time it needs to decay.

Introduction
':'•; ;n regulating nuclear waste management, the Atomic
• Energy Control Board distinguishes between slora<ji>and dispos-
/oL'Storage is a relatively short-term management technique
.that permits retrieval of the waste and requires some element

: qfjintervention— maintenance, monitoring or security.
;•-li Disposal is permanent. There is no intent to retrieve the
waste, and no need for human intervention to maintain safety
arid security while the radioactivity declines.
: '.-; In both cases, however, the Control Board's main goal is
to ensure that the waste will not add significantly to the nat-
ural radiation present in the environment. Before it issues
licences to build and operate any waste facility, the Board
must be satisfied the radioactivity will be contained and not
create unacceptable risks — now, or in future.

Used fuel in storage
All nuclear fuel waste spends its first five or six years in

water-filled storage bays. The water cools the fuel and blocks

reactor sites under Control Board^y V;' •
^supervisions Most of, this material lies in,
• specially constntcted water-filled *Ci?n >•','
pools-About five per cent has:;:}. •'.,: . '£&
been transferred to targe con-. • % l Vç

:- crete çanisisrs built; : ~ i ^ v ••• -;• --; :^

its radiation. It can then either remain in water storage or be
transferred to above-ground concrete canisters. Canister stor-
age is relatively new in Canada. At the end of 1994, only about
5% of all nuclear fuel waste was stored this way.

While used fuel could be stored in water or in concrete
canisters for decades, its long-lived radiation hazard has
prompted governments and utilities to seeka socially accept-
able way to dispose of it safely, without the need for future
human supervision or intervention of any kind.

A range of solutions for disposal has been suggested —
depositing the waste on or under the seabed, in deep bore-
holes, in abandoned mines, in glacial ice sheets and in space.
Canadian specialists agree with the current international con-
sensus, however, that used fuel should be buried in deep
underground chambers.

The type of geological media under consideration
depends on what is available in each country. Germany is
studying salt deposits, the United States is focusing on vol-
canic rock, Belgium is investigating clay, and Canada, like
Sweden, Finland, and Switzerland, is studying granite.

Canadian disposal concept
In 1978, the governments of Canada and Ontario

announced a program to evaluate the geologic disposal con-
cept and to develop the technology and processes to imple-
ment it in this country.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), Canada's
nuclear research and development organization, was assigned
the task of assessing the concept and developing and demon-
strating the technologies needed to implement it. Ontario
Hydro was asked to develop and demonstrate various tech-
nologies for storing (on an interim basis) and transporting
used fuel.
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The deep geologic disposal concept involves depositing
used fuel in a vault 500 to 1,000 metres below the surface of
the Canadian Shield in stable rock formations.

Nuclear fuel waste, a solid ceramic material that dis-
solves extremely slowly in water, would be sealed inside cor-
rosion-resistant containers and placed in the vault. Special

f snG backfill materials VVÛUHJ surrounu
and fill the disposât rooms and shafts. Finally, entrances
would be sealed against intrusion after the repository had
been filled.

The first metre or two of rock would absorb most of the
penetrating radiation from the waste, which would be isolated
and contained physically by the series of natural and engi-
neered barriers.

The concept assumes that water would eventually pene-
trate the waste containers, but not for several hundred years,
when most of the radioactivity in the waste would have
decreased to very low levels. Then, because the waste will not
easily dissolve, only minute amounts would be expected to
enter the groundwater.

The specially selected buffer materials packed around the

containers would retain some of the radioactive substances
dissolved in the groundwater. Bentonite, a type of clay, is one
such material with the ability to absorb and retain dissolved
radioactive substances. It could also serve as the active ingre-
dient in special backfill material packed in the underground
disposal rooms, access ways, and boreholes to further trap
diiu leidiu ineniuvcniciiLoîrauioacLivesubstances.

The rock itself would be one of the principal barriers. The
disposal vault would be located in stable rock with minimal
cracks and low groundwater movement. Dead-end crevices
and some minerals within the fractures or crevices would tend
to trap dissolved radioactive substances.

If such a disposal facility became available, utilities could
ship waste fuel bundles to the site after about 10 years in wet
storage, or a combination of wet and dry storage. The facility
would hold all the fuel waste created in Canada from the
inception of the nuclear power program to well into the next
century.

Once full, the repository would be sealed and closed, and
the surface area could eventually be returned to its natural
state.

Geologic disposal: The geologic disposal concept involves excavating
a repository 500 to 1000 metres down in the rock of the Canadian
Shield. Nuclear fuel waste would be
at reactor sites in transportation containers

designed for f/ie purpose (Top).

A number of natural and
man-made barriers would
be used to retard the release
and movement of radioactive
materials. These include protective
metal canisters in which the waste
would be sealed; special buffer and
backfill materials surrounding the
canisters and filling the tunnels and shafts
of the repository; and the host rock itself.



Concept assessment:
the critical step

An independent Environmental Assessment
Panel (EAP) appointed by the government
will lead the concept assessment process.

The Environmental Assessment Panel
created a Scientific Review Group (SRG) of
15 independent scientists to help it
understand the complex technical aspects
of geologic disposal.

The Panel has also invited the public to take
part in its formal hearings on the concept,
which are expected to begin in late 1995 or
early 1996.

After completing its review, the Panel will
present its recommendations to the
government.

The Atomic Energy Control Board, which is
reviewing the disposal concept from its
position as a regulator, is participating in
the Panel's public review process.

The Control Board's review will focus on
technical issues related to health and safety,
security and the protection of the
environment.

Introduction
: n 1977, the federal government asked Professor Kenneth

Hare, Director of the Institute of Environmental Studies,
University of Toronto, for views on nuclear fuel waste disposal.

••After studying a variety of options, Hare and his commission
recommended Canada direct its research toward burying the
waste deep in the stable rock formations of the Canadian

^Shield.
• The government followed Hare's advice the next year,

launching the Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program
(NFWMP) with the Province of Ontario. Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited would study ways to immobilize and dispose
of wastes, and Ontario Hydro would provide research on inter-
im storage methods and the transportation of nuclear fuel
waste.

As research proceeded, the two governments announced
in 1981 that under a process they called Concept Assessment,
they would not select a site for a disposal facility until research
and development work on the concept had undergone a public
review and had been accepted by both governments.

The government process for reviewing the concept
In 1988, the government directed the Federal

Environmental Assessment Review Office (FEARO) to carry out
the Environmental Assessment Review Process (EARP) on the
waste disposal concept.
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FEARO appointed an independent Environmental
Assessment Panel (EAP) to lead the concept assessment
process. The seven members of the Panel, drawn from various
disciplines, including science, engineering, social science and
environmental consulting, will review various approaches to
disposal of nuclear fuel waste, including the options other
countries are selecting.

In carrying out its review, the Panel will study a number of
other factors, including:
• How nuclear fuel waste is currently stored

at nuclear generating plants, and the
transition from storage to disposal.

• The acceptability of AECL's research and
development work on the disposal con-
cept.

• Atomic Energy Control Board criteria by
which the safety and acceptability of the
disposal concept should be evaluated.

• Social, economic and environmental
implications of a possible nuclear fuel
waste disposal facility.

• The degree to which future generations
should be relieved of the burden of look-
ing after the waste.

To encourage Canadians to contribute
to the review process, the Environmental
Assessment Panel held open houses in 1990
so the public could ask questions about the
disposal concept and the review process
itself. It followed the open houses with public meetings in
Ontario, Quebec. New Brunswick, Saskatchewan and
Manitoba to help the Panel develop guidelines for AECL to
follow in preparing an Environmental \mpacl Statement (EIS) on
its waste disposal concept. The EIS is an overview of AECL's
case for the disposal concept. It is the document on which the
safety and viability of the concept will be judged.

The public has also been invited to take part in the
Panel's formal hearings on the concept, which are expected to
begin in late 1995 or early 1996.

Shortly after it was appointed, the Environmental
Assessment Panel created a Scientific Review Group (SRG), 15
independent scientists with relevant backgrounds, to help it
understand the complex technical aspects of geologic dispos-
al. The SRG is critically reviewing the disposal concept and the
related research from a scientific and engineering point of
view.

The Panel will present its recommendations to the gov-
ernment after completing its review, which will include com-
ments from not only its Scientific Review Group, the Control

Board and the public, but other federal and provincial govern-
ment bodies as well.

The Control Board's role in concept assessment
In regulating nuclear facilities, the Atomic Energy Control

Board normally reviews a proposal fora facility when a
prospective licensee seeks a site approval. Because of the
unique nature of the Nuclear Fuel Waste Management
Program, however, the Control Board is reviewing a generic

concept before the site selection phase.
Its role during the government's public
review process is to:

• Identify the regulatory requirements
and expectations before licensing an
actual disposal facility.

• Provide the results of the Control
Board's technical review of the
concept for consideration by the
Environmental Assessment Panel.

• Present the regulatory perspective on
the broader issues being addressed by
the Panel concerning nuclear fuel
waste disposal.

• Illustrate how the Control Board
would review a licence application for
an actual disposal facility.

The Control Board will review the
Environmental Impact Statement and
provide a detailed technical evaluation to

the Panel. This review will focus on technical issues related to
health and safety, security and the protection of the environ-
ment.

Further, the Control Board will treat the EIS as if it were a
licensing submission to illustrate its regulatory review meth-
ods and positions on safety issues that would be important
for the licensing of an actual repository.

Since the EIS represents only a generic feasibility and
safety study of the disposal concept, it must demonstrate only
that there is reasonable confidence that safety criteria can be
met, and that the siting, design, construction, operation and
closure of an actual repository are technically feasible. This
means that detailed design and engineering studies are not
needed. These would depend on the specific conditions at a
site selected for future consideration.

Following the hearings, the Panel will submit its report
and recommendations on the future direction of the national
program to the federal government. Governments will subse-
quently have to choose a course of action.
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Milestones
The roots of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program began in 1977. A government
decision on a future course of action is expected
in 1996 or 1997.

1996-97
Government
decision to
accept or
reject
concept.

1994
AECL releases
EIS for review
and public
hearings. •

1991
Draft guide-
lines for the
EIS released
for public

1989
FEARO appoints
Environmental
Assessment Panel
(EAP) to review
disposal concept.'

1981
Concept assessment
process announced
to determine
acceptability of the
concept.

1977
Hare Commission
recommends Canada
focus research on deep
geologic disposal concept
for nuclear fuel waste.

1995-96
Public
hearings to
begin.

1992
The Panel
releases final
guidelines
for the EIS.

1990
EAP forms
Scientific Review
Group (SRG) to
advise on scientific
matters. Panel
holds public
scoping meetings
to obtain input for
the preparation of
guidelines for
AECL's
Environmental
Impact Statement
(EIS) on disposal
concept.

1978
Governments of
Canada and
Ontario announce
Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management
Program (NFWMP).

1988
Federal government
refers NFWMP to
the Federal
Environmental
Assessment Review
Office (FEARO).
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Assessing long-term safety

• The Atomic Energy Control Board will assess
nuclear fuel waste disposal plans, such as
the one developed by AECL, against a set of
criteria and requirements it has developed
on the critical safety issues associated with
disposal.

• Four regulatory documents, which the
Control Board issued between 1982 and
1986, detail these criteria and requirements.

• These documents focus on three basic safety
objectives of any waste disposal facility:
1 ) Protect human health; 2) Protect the
environment; and 3) Minimize the burden
on future generations.

• . When it has completed its assessment, the
Control Board will report its findings to the
federal Environmental Assessment Panel,
which is reviewing the safety and
environmental impacts of the concept.

• If the government decides to implement the
concept, the Control Board will license all
phases of the project: site selection, design
and construction, operation,
decommissioning and closure, and site
abandonment.-.

Disposal criteria: The Control Board has
developed extensive criteria and requirements
for nuclear fuel waste disposal. These are
outlined in four regulatory documents that are
available to anyone who requests them.

Introduction
" etween 1982 and 1986, the Control Board issued four

regulatory documents that state its criteria and requirements
for addressing the critical safety issues associated with nuclear
fuel waste disposal.

in developing these documents, the Control Board drew
on its own expertise as a nuclear regulator, and on similar
work being conducted by worldwide organizations such as the

'- International Commission on Radiological Protection, the
< r United Ration's International Atomic Energy Agency and
^ World Health Organization, and the Nuclear Energy Agency of

tne Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development.

Objectives of waste disposal
Regulatory Document 104, Regulatory Objectives,

Requirements and Guidelines for the Disposal of Radioactive Wastes —
Long-Term Aspects, deals with the regulatory basis for judging
the long-term acceptability of radioactive waste disposal
options.

The document focuses on the following three major
objectives of nuclear waste disposal and the means to achieve
them:
• Protect human health.
• Minimize the burden on future generations.
• Protect the environment.
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Protecting human health
The Control Board has ruled that no waste disposal facili-

ty, even if left unmarked and unguarded in the future, should
subject an individual to a predicted radiological risk greater
than a one-in-a-million chance of fatal cancer and serious
genetic effects in a year. That risk is much smaller than the
one from the radiation dose every human being receives from
nature.

Minimizing the burden on future

generations
Radiological risk must be calculated

without depending upon long-term insti-
tutional controls, such as monitoring the
disposal site after closure, keeping
records, and restricting land-use through
registration in property deeds or by means
of municipal bylaws or other legal instru-
ments. Over long periods of time, such
controls may change, be interrupted or
disintegrate altogether.

Further, contemporary ethics suggest
that, where possible, the generation of
Canadians who create specific waste mate-
rials should dispose of them,

Finally, there should be no predicted
risks to human health in the future that
would not be currently accepted.

3. All components and systems must be subject to a quality
assurance program at all stages up to, and including,
closure.

4. A disposal system must be able to accommodate natural
disturbances that are likely to occur without any significant
risk to members of the public.

5. The effectiveness of the disposal system must not be com-
promised by any provision made for retrieving the waste

(should provision be made for it) or
by conducting any measurements in
and around the facility either before
or after it has been closed.

\disp6s$ljariïj. themeansko'

Protecting the environment
The Control Board requires that radioactive waste dispos-

al facilities not have any predicted future impacts on the envi-
ronment that would be unacceptable today, from either
radioactive or non-radioactive contaminants in the waste.
Further, these facilities should only be located in areas where
there is little known natural resource potential.

General criteria for nuclear fuel waste disposal
Regulatory Document 71, Deep Geological Disposal of Nuclear

Fuel Waste-. Background ln/omtfllion and Regulatory Requirements
Regarding the Concept Assessment Phase, outlines the general crite-
ria for a disposal facility. It states that the concept for disposal
of nuclear fuel waste in a deep geological repository must take
nine requirements into account:

1. A facility must be safe without relying on future genera-
tions in any way.

2. A disposal system must be based upon multiple barriers
that incorporate both man-made and natural components.

6.

7.

Before closure, the concept must, as a
contingency measure, incorporate
methods for waste retrieval.

The chosen concept must be
technically feasible using available
technology, or technology that can be
developed with a reasonable degree
of certainty.

The socio-economic impacts resulting
from a deep geological disposal
facility must be addressed.

9. During operations, the repository
would be required to meet current

regulations regarding radiological health and safety; con-
ventional health and safety; environmental protection;
safeguards and security; and transportation of radioactive
material.

Siting
Because a disposal facility depends upon a combination

of man-made and natural (geologic) barriers to successfully
immobilize and contain the waste over very long periods of
time, the correct siting of a facility is critical.

In its regulatory document on siting, R-72, Geological
Considerations in Siting a Repository for Underground Disposal of High-
Level Radioactive Waste, the Control Board outlines the geologi-
cal criteria that will contribute to successfully locating an
underground repository to ensure long-term safety. For exam-
ple, a rock mass with low water flow and favourable chemical
conditions, located in a geologically stable region, will retard
the release and movement of radioactive material.

The Control Board points out that it is not necessary to
identify a site that can be considered best in all respects.
Rather, it would be sufficient to identify a site where all deci-
sion criteria are met satisfactorily, and where geological and
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biosphere conditions are such that a convincing demonstra-
tion of a high standard of safety and radiological protection
can be achieved.

R-90, Policy o» [he Decommissioning of Nuclear Facilities, deals
with the process of safely closing a nuclear facility or area and
decontaminating it, ideally so the location may be used for
other purposes.

How a disposal concept might be implemented
The government has not yet approved any nuclear fuel

waste disposai system for use: many more steps will be
required before a repository is constructed. The government
will likely base any decision to proceed on the Panel's recom-
mendations at the conclusion of the concept assessment
process. Should it decide to proceed, each major stage of the
implementation will require the approval of the Atomic
Energy Control Board.

Site selection
A potential site would need to possess suitable social

and technical characteristics, such as being supported by the
local communities. The process for finding such a site has not
been determined, but would likely involve discussions
between all the involved parties at an early stage. Once a site,
or sites, are identified, a proponent would need Control
Board licensing approval before beginning any detailed inves-
tigations or major preliminary work on site.

A site licence would permit the applicant to conduct
studies to determine the site's characteristics and suitability
for a disposal facility. The licence could also incorporate vari-
ous conditions established during the site selection process,
as well as any terms and conditions the Control Board consid-
ers necessary in the interest of health and safety, security and
the protection of the environment.

Average radiation doses
Natural background
(excluding radon) 1.0 mSvlyear

Medical diagnosis
0.6 mSvlyear

Radon
1.0 mSvlyear

Used nuclear fuel disposal
0.05 mSvlyear *

Air flight
(Halifax - Vancouver return)
0.04 mSvlyear

Fallout - weapons testing
0.01 mSvlyear

Consumer products
(food, water products,
dentures, eyeglasses, tobacco
products) 0.01 mSvlyear

* This is the Control Board's regulatory criteria for the average annual dose received by an individual
living at the discharge point from a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault in the future. This dose is a small
fraction of the average annual exposure received from natural and man-made sources of ionizing
radiation as presented in the pie chart.
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Design and construction
While working at the site, the licensee would begin

design studies to form the basis of an application for a con-
struction licence. The application would need to include the
design of the facility, a detailed site description and a prelimi-
nary long-term safety analysis. The Control Board would base
its decision to issue a construction licence on this
application.

The licence would authorize construction of the basic
structures above and below ground level
and would again include any conditions the
Control Board deemed necessary.
Inspections by Board staff would ensure
that the licensee met all standards and
licence conditions.

During construction, the licensee
would develop the final design and operat-
ing procedures for the repository. Before
allowing operations to begin, the Control
Board might also ask the licensee to:

• Demonstrate some of the technology.

• Verify aspects of design and construc-
tion.

• Confirm operational safety predictions.

• Optimize operational procedures.

Information obtained during the con-
struction phase would be used as the basis
for a safety assessment report. This report,
in turn, would form part of the application for an operating
licence.

Decommissioning and closure
Once the repository was filled, licensing approval would

be needed to close and seal it, and to decommission and dis-
mantle the surface facilities. The repository would not be
allowed to close, however, until the licensee could show that
no further controls were necessary to maintain safety.

The repository would likely be monitored for a time after
it had been filled to confirm that all systems were performing
properly and would continue to do so.

After the repository is closed and
sealed, and the surface facilities decom-
missioned, no further monitoring would
be required. Monitoring might continue,
however, to confirm that no contami-
nants were being released. Such post-
closure monitoring could not interfere
with the integrity or effectiveness of the
repository itself.

Site abandonment
After the facility is decommissioned and
closed, the licensee could receive per-
mission to abandon the site. After aban-
donment, the government might pre-
serve the identity and location of the
facility and control land use in the area.
It might also continue some level of site
monitoring to check for any environ-
mental impacts and ensure there have
been no human disturbances or intru-
sions at the site.

Operation
Operation would begin with the first routine emplace-

ment of nuclear fuel waste in the repository, and would have
to be in accord with the terms and conditions of the operating
licence. The licence would also ensure that the operator fol-
lowed all plans for controlling and monitoring any environ-
mental discharges, for taking remedial action if necessary, and
for controlling any possible exposures of workers and the
public to radiation.
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Ensuring compliance

The Atomic Energy Control Board must
determine how well the disposal concept
complies with long-term safety criteria and
requirements.

While there are techniques available for
demonstrating this compliance, making it
possible to take appropriate regulatory
decisions, no one can guarantee absolute
safety, particularly over the long time frames
needed for nuclear fuel waste disposal.

The concept documentation should show a
variety of approaches to demonstrating
safety, including simple and direct
approaches that non-technical audiences
can easily understand.

The use of natural analogues to
demonstrate that containment and isolation
has occurred in nature over very long
periods of time will be particularly useful in
building confidence in the long-term safety
aspects of the disposal concept.

Introduction
' ;n reviewing the concept for a nuclear fuel waste disposal

system, the Atomic Energy Control Board must determine
how well the generic facility complies with long-term safety
.criteria and requirements. These criteria and requ'.iements are
flexible enough to allow a proponent to consider a range of
technical possibilities for meeting them.
:'•••'•;•; For example, the Control Board sets specific limits for
protecting human health without specifying how to meet
.them. That permits a proponent to evaluate various means of
satisfying the criteria and to incorporate those it feels are
most appropriate in the context of its overall proposal. The
Control Board must then evaluate the proposal to determine
whether it is acceptable.

Can such a determination be undertaken with a high
degree of confidence?

This question was addressed in 1991, following extensive
work at the international level. The International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA)

have published an International Collective Opinion concerning the
evaluation of the long-term safety of radioactive waste dispos-
al. This document concluded that:

"Appropriate use of safely assessment methods, coupled with sufficient
information from proposed disposal sites, can provide the technical basis to
decide whether specific disposal systems would offer to society a satisfactory
level of safety for both current and future generations."

While the collective opinion states that the analytical
tools are available to determine safety, it should be noted that
no one can guarantee absolute safety, particularly over the
long time frames associated with nuclear fuel waste disposal.

What the Control Board will look for in the disposal
concept

In summary, the Control Board expects a documented
feasibility and safety study of the geologic disposal concept.
In the case of the current AECL proposal, the Environmental
Impact Statement ( EIS) serves as the documentation. In
reviewing the work, the Control Board will use internationally
accepted safety assessment methods to help it decide
whether the concept will meet its requirements. These meth-
ods include analytical tools, such as computer codes and
models, and detailed studies of natural analogues.

At the concept stage of the program, the demonstration
of safety does not need to be as conclusive as would be
required for an application to construct and operate an actual
repository. The work detailed in the EIS should, however,
demonstrate that safety criteria can be met, and that reposito-
ry siting, design, construction, operation and closure are tech-
nically feasible using either available technology, or technolo-
gy that can be developed without undue difficulty.

The documentation should verify that a number of suit-
able sites for a repository exist and can be identified and char-
acterized, it should also include a description of the natural
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and engineered barriers that will isolate and contain the waste
deep in geologic formations.

Further, the documentation should show that a variety of
independent assessment methods, based both on observa-
tions of natural systems and on the results of analytical stud-
ies and calculations, were used to substantiate conclusions. It
should also provide evidence that a conservative approach
was used in the analyses and design to widen the safety margin.

A variety of approaches
The Control Board will expect the EIS document to

describe a variety of approaches that demonstrate safety.
System components, such as the waste containers, that have
been conservatively designed or even over-designed, for
example, could demonstrate safety and compliance with crite-
ria and requirements. This may reduce the need for complex
safety assessments and allow the use of simple techniques
that non-technical individuals can more easily
understand.

Safety should also be shown in a variety of independent
ways. For example, evidence that radionuclides will move
slowly through the rock could be provided
by analysing groundwater and determining
its age, by conducting field tests, by per-
forming computer analyses to evaluate
the potential for groundwater to trans-
port contaminants, and by using natural
analogues as examples.

The Control Board will expect the
document to include simple and direct
approaches to demonstrating safety.
These include analyses that render geo-
logical, ecological and other systems
simpler and more easily understood.

The use of natural analogues will
also help the Control Board determine
whether the concept will meet its crite-
ria. Analogues can:

• Form the basis of reasoned argu-
ments supporting the long-term per-
formance of a repository.

• Combine events and processes over
long time frames.

• Verify the reliability of other
approaches to demonstrating safety,
such as the use of computer models
to evaluate the performance of a
repository.

Natural analogues of the disposal
system as a whole can demonstrate how
geologic containment occurs in nature.
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For example, studies of the uranium deposits at Cigar Lake in
Saskatchewan show that its radioactive materials have been
contained for hundreds of millions of years. Similarly, most of
the plutonium and other long-lived radioactive products
formed in natural reactors that operated two billion years ago
in a uranium ore deposit at Oklo, in Gabon, West Africa,
remained where they were produced.

Computer models provide a means of evaluating, under-
standing and documenting the complex relationships
between the processes, events and features that affect a
repository's performance. They provide a means for bringing
together all the data and information for a process or site, and
evaluating the consistency of the information.

No one can predict exactly how a repository will perform,
however, because a large number of variables may affect oper-
ation over a very long period of time. Nevertheless, computer
models can indicate general trends. They, along with the use
of natural analogues, sound engineering judgment, and other
factors, should form the basis of reasoned arguments in the
documentation that provide confidence that the generic con-
cept can meet safety criteria.

Cigar Lake,
Nature'snwn repository

Lake

Till

Sandstone

Porous
sandstone

Clay

Uranium
ore

Nature's repository: This
uranium deposit at Cigar Lake
in Saskatchewan is one of
Nature's own deep disposal
vaults. Even though the ore is
not encased in metal
containers (as would be the
case in a nuclear fuel waste
disposal facility), studies show
that the radioactive materials
have not moved for billions of
years. There are no signs at the
surface to indicate the
presence of a "natural
repository" underground.



Siting a nuclear fuel waste disposal facility

• A disposal site for nuclear fuel wastes would
be sought only after a disposal concept had
been accepted by government.

• The federal government would likely set up a
process to evaluate all possible sites and to
recommend one or two of them for in-depth
technical study.

• Since a disposal facility could create local
employment opportunities and economic
benefits, it is hoped that some communities
would volunteer to "host" a facility. The
siting process would need to consider such
requests and ensure the site meets all
geological and technical criteria.

• Before the proponent could undertake any
detailed work at a proposed site, it would
have to obtain approval from the Atomic
Energy Control Board.

Introduction
' siting waste management facilities, even

I garbage, is a ma[or challenge. Attempts to
^establish waste disposal sites, regardless of the types of waste
^involved, have often yielded only anger, frustration, delay and
^.failureon all sides.
'"•';fë;":ilnPoit Hope, Ontario, for example, attempts to site a

low^leyel radioactive waste management facility for

K by-products of a local uranium processing plant met with fail-
fejjre;;îiï:)'986, the federal government concluded that the selec-
' I f t idn process was faulty. A government task force recommend-

ed the process become a co-operative effort among all stake-
holders.

A similar approach may be employed to establish a site
for a nuclear fuel waste facility.

White any location under consideration would have to
meet the technical criteria established for safe disposal, expe-
rience in trying to locate disposal facilities shows that addi-
tional factors would need to be taken into account. These
include social, economic and political elements; public opin-
ion; existing land value and use; cultural or historical interest
and others. Stakeholders would be given an opportunity to

discuss and evaluate these factors — and the potential
advantages and disadvantages of permitting a disposal facility
to be built on a specific site.

Siting a national fuel waste repository
The government would begin the search for a site on

which to locate a national nuclear fuel waste repository only if
it approved the deep geologic disposal concept. It would base
its decision on the report and recommendations of the
Environmental Assessment Panel appointed to review the
concept.

The Panel has been requested to recommend how to pro-
ceed should the concept be found acceptable. Although
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited conducted the research
program to assess the concept from the technical perspective
and to develop the technologies needed to execute it, the
Panel could suggest other organizations to build and operate
an actual facility.

Regardless of who implements the concept, they would
first need to obtain a site licence from the Atomic Energy
Control Board before undertaking any significant work or
detailed investigations at a site. Therefore, a preliminary
selection process would be needed to limit the number of
candidate sites being considered. Specific guidelines for this
screening process would emerge from the review and recom-
mendations of the Environmental Assessment Panel as well
as from government deliberations.

Given the difficult and sensitive nature of siting a nuclear
fuel waste disposal facility, the government would likely set up
a special process to:

• Solicit volunteer sites/communities.

• Publicly review the sites offered for further study.
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• Examine the suitability of each site based upon informa-
tion obtained from preliminary activities.

• Recommend one or more sites for further investigation.

If a site were offered by a community for consideration,
and it was subsequently recommended for detailed study, a
program of site characterization would be developed for it and
submitted to the Control Board to support the site licence
application.

The licence would allow the applicant to conduct a
detailed site investigation, while stipulating any conditions
the Control Board considered necessary to protect health and
safety, security and the environment.

Technical guidelines for siting
The Control Board may need to develop additional tech-

nical criteria and guidelines for the siting phase to complete
its requirements for long-term safety and security. These tech-
nical guidelines would be based on:

• The preliminary guidelines prepared for the concept
assessment phase of the Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program.

• Internal Control Board studies.

• The recommendations of the Environmental Assessment
Panel.

• Guidelines developed for other nuclear facilities.

Up to now, the Control Board has identified the following
five technical factors for long-term safety and security that
must be satisfied during the siting phase:

1. The host rock and geological system should work together
to retard the release and movement of radioactive
materials.

2. There should be little likelihood the host rock will be
exploited as a natural resource. A host rock that contains a
commercially valuable commodity such as gold, oil, salt or
potash, or a strategically important material, may become
the target of future miners.

3. The site should be located in a region likely to remain geo-
logically stable.

4. The host rock should be able to withstand natural stresses
and those resulting from the repository itself without los-
ing its capability to retard the release and movement of
radioactive materials.

5. The host rock should be large enough so the vault can be
built deep underground and well removed from human
interference and erosion.

It is the Control Board's job to ensure that all of these
technical factors are considered and the requirements for
long-term safety, security and protection of the environment
are satisfied during the site selection process.

The Canadian Shield
Canadian Shield: The Canadian concept involves burying the nuclear fuel waste deep in

the stable rock formations of the Canadian Shield
While the Canadian Shield covers an extensive part of

Central and Western Canada, research to date has
-r - - m&& focused on rock types that are common within

the Ontario portion of the Shield.
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Packaging and transporting
nuclear fuel waste

• If Canada establishes a national nuclear fuel
waste disposal facility, nuclear fuel waste
would be transported to the site under strict
regulations that meet international safety
standards. . ' v

• . Because accidents sometimes occur during.
transport, the Control Board regulates the
design of the package in which waste is

••".:'••' shipped to ensure radioactivity is not ; : •
released, even in the most severe type of > .

: a c c i d e n t ; •.• '• 'Y. _...-.' r . ^ Y Y Y Y V - ^ Y Y-.

• The actual transportation of nuclear fuel.
waste, in the approved packaging, would
also be regulated under the hazardous
goods regulations of other agencies,
depending on the mode of transport. " "

Introduction
| p3 f a nuclear fuel waste repository is built, used nuclear fuel
potindles would be shipped to a repository from storage facili-
I f iès near the reactors they once powered. At the end of 1994,
||f iere were 1,060,478 such fuel bundles in storage at nuclear
fgRQwer stations in Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick.
T&i The Atomic Energy Control Board, together with federal
es*;and pro. .icial agencies involved in regulating the transporta-

| j fen of hazardous goods, would ensure the protection of the
^public, transport workers and the environment from any radio-
yggical effects associated with these shipments.

The task of shipping nuclear fuel waste safely may appear
daunting, but the Canadian and international record over the
past 30 years is good. While some shipments of radioactive
material were involved in serious accidents, none was known
to cause significant radiological injury.

The reason? Nuclear regulators worldwide assume that
accidents can happen and rely on package design, rather than
operational control, for safety.

The strategy is-. Ship radioactive materials only in packages thai
will contain their contents and protect against radiation, even in severe
accidenls involving heavy impact, submersion in water or exposure lo high
heal.

This strategy underlies international regulations govern-
ing the packaging and shipment of radioactive materials,
including nuclear fuel waste, which have evolved over three
decades and are reviewed and amended regularly.

Within Canada, the Atomic Energy Control Board shares
responsibility for regulating the transportation of all types of
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radioactive materials— from medical isotopes to
nuclear fuel waste — with Transport Canada, which
sets the standards for carriers under the
Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act.

Packaging for safety
Like its counterparts in other countries, the

Control Board based its packaging regulations on
those developed under the International Atomic
Energy Agency of the United Nations. Such regu-
lations require that containers used to ship
radioactive materials be proven competent and
receive a certificate from the Control Board
before they can be used.

The Board does not specify packaging
details. Instead, it requires that containers meet
certain performance standards, depending upon the amount,
physical form, and radiological properties of
the material to be contained and transport-
ed.

When a design for a package is pro-
posed, prototypes must undergo testing
and detailed analysis to ensure they will
meet the performance standards estab-
lished for them. This puts the onus on the
package designer to prove to the Control
Board that the proposed package will not
release its radioactive materials if it is
involved in a severe accident. Packages
used to transport used reactor fuel must
survive:

disposal sjté \musi

Developing a Canadian container
Used nuclear fuel bundles have been packaged
and shipped safely around the world for many
years. In Canada, about 500 shipments of limited
quantities of used fuel — largely destined for
research work — have been made over the past
25 years. The creation of a nucfear fuel waste dis-

posal facility, however, would necessitate the use
of containers capable of transporting larger
quantities. Such containers have been used in
other countries for many years.
Under the Nuclear Fuel Waste Management
Program, Ontario Hydro was responsible for
developing a nuclear fuel waste shipping con-
tainer. It produced a massive stainless-steel
cask with walls 27 cm ( 11 inches) thick and a

built-in impact limiter encased in stainless steel that insulates
the lid seals from the heat of a fire and
reduces the impact forces on the cask in
the event of an accident. The container is
strong and weighs about 35 tonnes. It
would be transported on a four-axle,
flatbed trailer developed solely for this
purpose.

A half-scale model of the cask was built
and subjected to the Control Board tests,
which it passed.

• A nine-metre drop onto an unyielding
surface.

• A one-metre drop onto a 15-centimetre-
high steel pin.

• A nine-metre drop of a 500-kilogram
steel plate onto the specimen (for light-weight packages).

• A one-half-hour thermal flux test (complete engulfment in
an 800-degree-Celsius fire).

• Immersion in 200 metres of water for eight hours.

In some countries, packages that passed these tests
underwent staged accidents in which they were hit
with a locomotive travelling at 165 kilometres per
hour, or tied to the front of rail cars and rammed
against solid barriers at speeds up to 130 kilome-
tres per hour. In each case, they survived with less
damage than when subjected to the nine-metre
drop test.
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Shipping the waste
Regardless of the mode of transport
selected, once the waste is loaded into a
cask for shipment, it would be subject to
Control Board regulations. These regula-
tions cover the radiation levels around the
outside of the cask, safety marking, secur-
ing of the cask to the vehicle (or ship),
placarding and other important details.
As part of its compliance program, the

Control Board would perform spot verifications of shipments
to ensure its regulations were being followed. As well, the
shipper would be required to keep detailed records of each
shipment to and from the waste disposal facility. (The empty
container may also be contaminated with radioactivity.)

In transit to a disposal site, nuclear fuel waste shipments
would also be subject to comprehensive regulations govern-
ing the shipment of hazardous goods that have been estab-

lished by relevant federal and provincial agencies.
Ultimately, Canadian and international transporta-
tion regulations put the onus on the shipper to
carry radioactive materials safely. They stipulate
that safety must depend on proper packaging
rather than complex handling instructions.



Informing the public

• The Control Board's regulatory process is
open to public scrutiny and comment. All
information, except security and proprietary
matters, is available to the public.

• The Control Board follows up its information
programs by inviting public comment on
new proposals for regulations, safety criteria
and other major policies before finalizing
them.

• At each licensing stage, the Control Board
critically assesses every application and
makes its assessments available for public
comment.

• The Control Board may also convene public
meetings in the host communities to
provide information on its regulatory criteria
and process, and to obtain public comment
to assist it in making decisions.

Introduction
. i T hen the governments of Canada and
^ Ontario announced the Nuclear Fuel Waste Management

Program, they decided to subject it to "thorough regulatory
\ and pulilic scrutiny They believed that an informed, active
" public-would contribute to the development of a safe, publicly
'. acceptable'nuclear fuel waste disposal system.
\ The public includes everyone in Canada. And while pro-
f nuclear and anti-nuclear organizations often take the lead in
debatmg'the issues participation in the program is not limit-
ed to'these groups nor to scientists and government officials.
Anyone with technical, social, economic, or ethical questions,
may participate.

The Control Board's public information program
The government's decision to seek public participation in

the Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program dovetails with
the Control Board's own fundamental operating philosophy,
which hinges on keeping the regulatory process open to pub-
lic scrutiny and comment.

Almost all the Control Board's information is accessible.
On request, the Board's Office of Public Information (OPI) will
add your name to its mailing list to receive free copies of your
choice of upcoming information materials— regulatory and
consultative documents, annual reports, news releases, infor-
mation bulletins, minutes of board meetings (on microfiche),
Publications Catalogue and a quarterly regulatory journal.

And at the Control Board offices in Ottawa, anyone can
inspect file information pertaining to the granting or revoking
of licences, including supporting documents from licence
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applicants, assessments by the Board staff, and other relevant
material. Only documents regarding security, or containing
proprietary information, remain confidential.

The Control Board also keeps the public informed
through media releases about incidents at nuclear facilities,
real or potential hazards, plans to open new facilities under
Control Board jurisdiction, and at each stage of the licensing
process for new projects.

Consultative documents for public comment
Providing information is only part of the effort to involve

the public in the regulatory process.
To encourage public participation, the Control Board

introduced its Consultative Document System in 1981. Under
the system, new proposals for regulations, safety criteria, and
other major policies, are made available for public comment
before they are finalized as requirements. Anyone who con-
tacts the Board's Office of Public Information and asks to
receive them will automatically receive copies of consultative
documents as they are issued. The Control Board normally
allows 90 days for recipients to review the material and return
a written response, which can then be used in the revision
process.

Once the Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program was
underway, the Control Board issued four relevant consultative
documents, which outlined its general criteria for disposal.
After the 90-day comment period, each was care-
fully reviewed and issued as a regulatory
document.

Since no licence to build an actual disposal
facility was being sought, the documents per-
tained only to a generic (non site-specific) facility
and provided guidance to AECL, the developer of
the disposal concept, and the federal

Environmental Assessment Panel, which is evaluating AECL's
concept.

During the assessment phases of the program, the Panel
will hold hearings to listen to the public's comments on the
concept. The Panel will be interested in both comments on
the scientific and technical adequacy of the safety case pre-
sented in the concept's Environmental Impact Statement, and
on the social, economic, environmental and ethical questions
associated with the concept.

After the Panel has made its recommendations, the
Control Board will review its regulatory documents and modi-
fy them as appropriate.

The Board encourages members of the public to learn as
much as possible about Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program by requesting more information from
the organizations involved in the program. Those who have
questions, concerns or opinions are urged to express them —
either as written submissions or by attending scheduled
public meetings.

Inspection: At the AECB offices, anyone
can inspect the information on file.
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AEC (Atomic Energy Control) Act Passed in 1946 by
Parliament, the act created the Atomic Energy Control Board
and gave it broad powers to regulate all facets of nuclear
energy in Canada.

Atomic Energy Control Board A federal departmental corpo-
ration created under the Atomic Energy Control Act of 1946.
With headquarters in Ottawa, it regulates all aspects of
nuclear energy in Canada, including waste management
facilities.

AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) A commercial
Crown corporation established in 1952 to develop and com-
mercialize peaceful uses for nuclear energy. It conducted the
technical assessment of the nuclear fuel waste disposal con-
cept and developed technologies and techniques associated
with that concept.

Backfill Material used to fill the shafts and tunnels of a waste
repository after the containers of waste have been put into
place.

Background radiation Ever-present, natural radiation from
radioactive elements in soil, rock, plants, animals, water, etc. It
includes solar and cosmic radiation and radiation from
radioactive elements in the upper atmosphere.

Buffer Material compacted around containers of nuclear fuel
waste in a repository to seal them in and retard the movement
of any radionuclides that become dissolved in ground water.

CANDU An acronym for Canada Deuterium Uranium, the
distinctive reactor design developed in Canada.

Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Disposal Concept The con-
cept is to seal the waste in long-lasting containers and bury it
500 to 1.000 metres deep in a massive rock body in the
Canadian Shield. (See generic concept.)

Canadian Shield An extensive area of crystalline rock that
lies north of the Great Lakes. The rock is more than a billion
years old and has been generally stable for hundreds of mil-
lions of years.

Computer modeling In waste management work, it involves
using computer programs to indicate the possible behaviour,
over long periods of time, of natural and engineered compo-
nents and systems, such as underground water systems, or
artificial barriers created to limit the movement of
radionuclides.

Decay Disintegration of the nucleus of an unstable atom by
spontaneous emission of particles, electromagnetic radiation,
or both.

Decommissioning The process of safely closing a nuclear
facility or area and decontaminating it, ideally so the location
may be used for other purposes. Decommissioning is a
planned stage in the life of a nuclear facility and is regulated
by the Atomic Energy Control Board.

Deep geologic disposal concept The concept of placing
nuclear fuel wastes into a geologic media, such as salt, chalk,
volcanic rock, granite, etc. to isolate and contain them
permanently.

Disposal Disposal is the permanent and secure containment
of radioactive wastes, with no intention to retrieve them.

Disposal system A comprehensive term, embracing all struc-
tures, materials, processes, procedures or other aspects that,
taken together, constitute the means by which the safe dis-
posal of the waste is achieved.

Dry storage Storage of nuclear fuel waste in specially con-
structed above-ground structures. Dry storage is not undertak-
en in Canada until the waste has lost much of its heat and
radiation in water-filled storage facilities over a five- or six-
year period.

EAP (Environmental Assessment Panel) A seven-member
panel appointed by the federal environment minister in 1989
to review the safety, environmental and socio-economic impli-
cations of the Canadian concept of nuclear fuel waste dispos-
al. It will take into account the scientific and technical assess-
ment provided by an independent Scientific Review Group
(SRG) and the results of public hearings.

EARP (Environmental Assessment and Review Process) A
review and planning process (rather than a regulatory one) for
assessing the environmental consequences of proposals
requiring a federal government decision. It is administered by
the Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office.

EIS (Environmental Impact Statement) A document outlin-
ing the results of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited's work to
develop its nuclear fuel waste disposal concept against a set
of guidelines established by the EAR

Engineered barrier A man-made or installed barrier to pre-
vent groundwater from contacting the waste and to retard or
prevent radioactive substances from moving away from the
repository. The Canadian disposal concept includes several
engineered barriers - special waste containers, for example.
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FEARO (Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office)
Administers the Environmental Assessment and Review
Process and provides administrative and financial arrange-
ments for environmental assessment panels to fulfill their
responsibilities.

Fuel bundle CANDU fuel consists of uranium dioxide pellets,
stacked and sealed inside metal tubes. As many as 37 of these
tubes, welded together, make a fuel bundle about the size of a
fireplace log. Several thousand bundles are needed to fuel a
reactor.

Gamma rays/gamma radiation A penetrating type of radia-
tion similar to X-rays that can damage or destroy living cells.
Nuclear fuel waste emits extremely hazardous amounts of
gamma radiation, which gradually decreases in intensity over
time. After about 500 years, most of the gamma radiation has
disappeared.

Generic concept The Canadian nuclear fuel waste concept is
intended to be a generic feasibility study and proposal in the
sense that it is being developed for implementation at any of
a number of sites that fit a specific profile.

Groundwater Water that seeps or flows through the ground.
Groundwater is important in studying the geologic waste dis-
posal concept because it is the main pathway by which
radioactive material could reach the surface.

IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) An agency of
the United Nations with headquarters in Vienna, Austria. It
promotes the safe, peaceful uses of nuclear energy interna-
tionally; provides technical support to countries that use
nuclear energy for power generation, medicine, agriculture,
industry or research; and administers and enforces interna-
tional treaties aimed at stopping the proliferation of nuclear
weapons.

1CRP (International Commission on Radiological
Protection) The basis for the Canadian regulatory limits on
permissible radiation doses and exposures originates with the
recommendations of the 1CRR Established in 1928, it is com-
posed of independent, eminent scientists in the field of radio-
logical protection. ICRP recommendations are accepted
worldwide by national and international bodies responsible
for radiation protection.

Ionizing radiation When this form of radiation transfers ener-
gy, it causes the molecules of the substance it touches to
become electrically charged, or ionized. If enough energy is
absorbed by living tissue, cells may be damaged or killed. X-
rays are a common example of ionizing radiation. Forms of
non-ionizing radiation include sunlight, microwaves and radio
waves.

Long-lived wastes Wastes that include radioactive elements
with half-lives of thousands, or even millions, of years.

Low-level radioactive waste Waste from nuclear operations
except used reactor fuel. In addition to various chemical com-
pounds, they include contaminated protective clothing, build-
ing materials, and used medical devices.

NEA (Nuclear Energy Agency) The Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) created
this agency to promote international co-operation in nuclear
safety and regulation and to promote nuclear energy as a con-
tributor to economic progress. It encourages countries to
exchange scientific and technical information and to harmo-
nize their government regulatory policies and practices. Its
headquarters are in Paris, France.

NPT The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
is an international legally binding instrument dedicated to
global peace and security. It entered into force in 1970 and has
been signed by 162 non-nuclear weapons states - including
Canada - and the five nuclear weapons states. Non-nuclear
weapons state signatories undertake not to use their nuclear
programs to manufacture or acquire nuclear explosives, while
nuclear weapons states undertake to work toward nuclear
disarmament.

Natural analogues In the context of waste disposal, natural
analogues are bodies of uranium ore or other naturally occur-
ring radioactive materials that have remained isolated and
immobile in the earth for millions of years. They provide evi-
dence from nature about the processes that will control long-
term repository performance. They can also include archaeo-
logical objects made of materials similar to those used to
construct engineered barriers.

Nuclear fuel waste Used fuel bundles taken from CANDU
reactors that are no longer capable of efficiently maintaining
the nuclear fission process because they are contaminated
with long-lived, highly radioactive elements. Canada's nuclear
fuel waste is stored at reactor sites. Also called used fuel or
spent fuel.

Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program Refers to the
program announced by the federal and Ontario governments
in 1978 to conduct extensive research and development of the
deep geologic disposal concept for possible implementation
in Canada. Under the program. Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited is responsible for all work associated with the concept
except in the areas of transportation of nuclear fuel waste
and interim storage options, which were assigned to
Ontario Hydro.
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Particle radiation refers to alpha and beta particles, which
can scarcely penetrate the outer layer of human skin. They do
not pose an external hazard, but a substance emitting these
particles can be an internal hazard if swallowed or inhaled.
Components of nuclear fuel waste emit these particles.

Pre-closure/post-closure period The pre-closure period is
the time during which a site is selected, the repository con-
structed and the waste put in place, and any time afterwards
that the repository is kept open for surveillance or other rea-
sons. The post-closure period begins after the repository is
closed.

Radiation A form of energy that travels through space and
gives up some or all of its energy upon coniact with any
material.

Radioactive Material that consists of, or contains, atoms that
disintegrate spontaneously (decay) are said to be radioactive
because as they decay, they emit ionizing radiation.

Radioisotopes Radioactive forms of an element having the
same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons in
their nucleus. Isotopes of any particular element have the
same chemical properties but different physical properties,
such as mass.

Radionuclides Radioactive elements. A term sometimes
used interchangeably with radioisotopes.

Reactor A facility or structure in which a controlled nuclear
chain reaction takes place.

Release pathways Air and water routes that radioactive cont-
aminants could use to reach the environment from an under-
ground repository.

Repository In the context of the deep geologic disposal of
nuclear fuel waste, a repository consists of a man-made
underground chamber, or interconnected chambers, carved
out of rock, salt, chalk, etc., in which the waste is placed -
plus associated technologies and barriers.

Reprocessing The extraction for recycling of fissionable
material from nuclear fuel waste. This process is not currently
used in Canada.

Risk In the context of nuclear fuel waste management, risk is
defined as the probability that a fatal cancer or serious genetic
effect will occur to an individual or his or her descendants.

SRG (Scientific Review Group) Fifteen independent scien-
tists with relevant backgrounds chosen by the Environmental
Assessment Panel to help evaluate scientific and technical
matters related to the review of the Canadian concept for
nuclear fuel waste disposal.

Scoping meetings A series of public meetings held in
Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Saskatchewan and
Manitoba by the Environmental Assessment Panel to identify
commonly held questions and concerns about the Canadian
nuclear fuel waste disposal concept. The information
obtained at these meetings formed the basis of the guidelines
that were given to AECL for the preparation of its
Environmental Impact Statement.

Shielding Materials placed around radioactive substances to
absorb radiation and reduce radiation exposure.

Short-lived wastes Wastes in which the radioactive elements
decay to stable elements in a relatively short time. Many of
the radioisotopes used in nuclear medicine fall into this cate-
gory because they decay in a matter of hours, days or weeks.

Sievert International unit used to measure dose equivalents
of different types of radiation. Because the Sievert is a rela-
tively large unit, doses are usually measured in millisieverts
(mSv). The average Canadian receives between 2 and 3 mSv a
year from natural background radiation.

Site characterization A detailed physical examination of a
site proposed for a nuclear fuel waste disposal facility.

Spent fuel Often used interchangeably with nuclear fuel
waste or used fuel.

Storage The temporary holding of radioactive wastes in a
manner that provides for surveillance, control, and eventual
retrieval.

Storage bay Specially constructed, water-filled pool for the
safe storage of used fuel. Also referred to as a fuel bay.

Used fuel (See nuclear fuel waste.)

Waste management All activities, administrative and opera-
tional, that are involved in the handling, transporting, condi-
tioning, treatment, storage and disposal of radioactive waste.
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Where to get additional information

Atomic Energy Control Board
Office of Public Information
RO. Box 1046, Station B
Ottawa, Ontario
KIP5S9
Tel.: (613) 995-5894 or 1 -800-668-5284
Fax: (613) 995-5086

Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office
Environmental Assessment Panel
13th Floor, Fontaine Building
200 Sacré-Coeur Blvd.
Hull, Quebec
K1A0H3
Tel.: (819) 997-2244
(Collect calls accepted)

AECL Research
Communications Team
Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program
Whiteshell Laboratories
Pinawa, Manitoba
ROE IL0
Tel.: (204) 753-2311
Fax: (204) 753-2455

Ontario Hydro
Communications and Research Services
700 University Ave,
Toronto, Ontario
M5G 1X6
Fax:| 416) 592-2701
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